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SUMMARY
A study of the old master builder's rules for structural design of arches, vaults and domes, reveals a persistent presence of "proportional rules", rules that produce structures
geometrically similar. The square-cube law, however, demonstrates that in structures subject to their own weight,
stresses grow linearly with size, invalidating these rules
from an elasticpoint of view, A more detailed examination
taking into account the problem of stability, i.e. the position of lines or surfaces of thrust, shows that the condition
of sufficient stability hi masonry structures is what causes
an overal geometry for the structure. This excess of dimensions makes that, in fact, the square-cube law begins to
apply only to very large spans. The size at which elastic design begins depends on the form of the structure, but for
traditional forms, it clearly includes the dimensions of all
historical architecture. The rigorous theoretical proof of
this argument was implicit in Rankine's theorem of parallel projection as applied to masonry structures. In the present discussion the methods and concepts of Dimensional
Analysis have been applied.

1. IOTRODUCriasr: GALILEO AND THE PRINCIPLE OF SIMILITUDE.
The origin of this work is research work in progress on the types of
structures and the kind of structural formulae used in Spain for the
construction of vaults and domes between 1500 and 1800[l]. In the course of
this work it has become evident that architects and master masons relied on
'structural formulae' for structural design.
A great majority of these formulae are 'proportional', that is to say, they
produce 'similar' forms in a geometrical sense; they give, for example, the
depth of the buttress for an arch depending on its curve of intrados but
regardless of its size. In other words, they implicitly believe in the
existence of a 'law of similitude': a valid structural form continues to be
correct independently of its size.
However Galileo demonstrated the impossibility of the existence of this
kind of principle[2]. The reasoning is bright and clear: in structures supporting as the main load their own weight, as for example animals and
masonry buildings, the dead load rises as the cube of the linear dimensions
while the section of the structural members rise as the square; the
tensions rise, therefore, linearly with the size . Figure. 1 (a) shows
Galileo's illustration of the effect of changes of size on the bone of an
animal. Galileo's argument has achieved the rank of law, the 'square-cube
law' , in structural design. It has determined the attitude of engineers and
architects to the effects of scaling in structural design, and of building
and civil engineering historians towards the traditional proportional
rules[3].
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Notwithstanding the truth and clarity of Galileo's proof, the traditional
masonry structures appear to be quite similar, independently of their size.
In Figure. 1 (b) we have applied the square cube law of Galileo to the dome
of the church of Saint Biagio in Montepulciano, Italy, in the same way as
Galileo did for the bones of animals. The dome has an interior diameter of
14 meters; if we multiply this diameter by three we would obtain a dome
with a diameter of 42 ra. We have drawn to scale this dome with the
dimensions resulting of the square cube law.

Figure. 2
In Figure. 2 we compare the proportions of a dome of the same size obtained
by the similitude principle, (b) with the dome obtained applying the
square-cube law, (a), and with two domes which are 42 m of diameter: Saint
Peter in Rome, (c), and Santa Maria del Fiore in Florence, (d).[4] Although
the three domes are not exactly of the same form nor type of construction,
clearley the 'law of similitude' functions much better than the square-cube
law.
The same kind of comparison could be made with
other existing masonry structures such as Gothic
cathedrals, byzantine or roman domes, etc., with
the same results. In the case of masonry towers
and chimneys it appears that in fact an 'inverse
law' functions, and towers are thinner as they
grow in altitude (see Figure.3)[5].

Figure.3
1.1 The effects of scaling U P and down: the Principle of Similitude.
As we said before, Galileo was the first to study the effects of changes of
size in structures. This kind of approach remained almost forgotten for
approximately two hundred years[6]. At the end of the nineteenth century
this subject began to arouse the interest of certain scientists, engineers
and biologists, trying to solve by the use of models very complex physical
problems, or to study the effects of size on animal and plant morphology.
In the end these studies and the work of theoretical physicists and
mathematicians on the homogeneity of physical equations, led to the
founding of a new discipline 'Dimensional Analysis'[7].
We are concerned here with a branch of this discipline, 'the principle of
similitude'. It consists on applying the laws of dimensional analysis to
compare two geometrically similar systems; in Lord Rayleigh's words "the

influence of scrle upon dynamical and physical phenomena"[8]. Model theory
belongs to this branch of dimensional analysis.
The kind of reasoning associated with the principle of similitude is
extremely powerful and permits a very quick extraction of information about
a phenomenon. Citing, again, Lord Rayleigh, "It often happens that simple
reasoning founded upon this principle tell us nearly all that is to be
learned from even a successful mathematical investigation"[9].
1.2 Similar structures
The main fields of application of the principle of similitude are fluid
mechanics, heat and matter transfer,... and, in general, any discipline
were experiments with models are necessary. In structures of buildings has
been applied mostly in this last aspect, therefore mostly destined to
particular cases and not to extract general conclusions of design.
However the use of this principle permits the formulation of very general
conclusions as to the design of structures, or to infer new solutions from
existing ones. The contributions in this sense are very scarce.
The first exponent of this approach is Rankine who in his 'Manual of
Applied Mechanics' he derived a 'method of parallel projection* which
allowed him to draw conclusions between a certain structure and its
projection on a given plane. He applied his method to hanging cables,
polygonal frames and masonry structures. Later we will discuss the
consequences of the application of the method on masonry arches and vaults.
Besides, throughout his work there are frequent remarks as to the effect of
variations of size. The works of Thomson[10] and Barr[ll] should also be
cited in this sense.
In the rest of the article a study of the stability of masonry arches,
vaults and domes is made on the effects of scaling up and down, employing
the methods and reasoning derived from the similitude principle, and making
some reflections on the possibility of deducing some kind of safe
proportional rules. These considerations should throw new light on the
structural design and historic interpretation of masonry structures[12].
2. MASONRY ARCHES.
We will consider first the case of masonry arches, and shall use it later
in the study of domes. Suppose we have a masonry arch, subject to its own
weight, and defined in such a way that we can scale it up and down, for
example by a certain middle line and a law of variation of thickness. If
this arch is to be 'safe' certain conditions must be fulfilled with respect
to strength and elasticity, and to stability.
The first one, which corresponds to the application of elastic theory,
imposes that the material should not reach a certain level of stress
considered 'unsafe* or non admissible.
The second condition, which corresponds to the application of limit
analysis, imposes certain restrictions to the position of the line of
thrust. Due to the incapacity of masonry to resist tensile stresses, an
arch will be stable, for a given system of loads, if at least one line of
thrust can be found lying anywhere within the masonry[13]. This produces a

'lower limit' for the arch thickness, i.e. a 'limit form', for the given
system of loads. (See Figure. 4(a).) We can now fix this limit form of the
arch employing some 'form factors' or non-dimensional parameters. As this
is the limit state of equilibrium we reach a certain degree of security, in
fact we make the arch more stable, providing that the line of thrust
departs sufficiently from the lines which limit the arch. We can apply then
a 'geometrical factor of safety' stating that the line of thrust will pass
always within a certain fraction of the thickness, say 1/3 or 1/4[14]. (See
Figure. 4(c).)
The two conditions mentioned above must be fulfilled at the same time in
any arch. We will study first the case of dead load only, and after that we
will explore the effect of live loads.
2.1 Dead load
In the case of dead load only, the position of the line of thrust is
determined by the geometrical shape of the structure, and, therefore, its
limit form is independent of the scale. The application of the geometrical
factor of safety gives rise to similar forms. However, with respect to
strength the increase of thickness is a linear function of the linear
dimensions.
It's best to see the effect of both factors by means of an example. Suppose
we have an arch of constant thickness and a certain form and that we know
its limit form. In this case it can be represented by only one form factor,
the ratio thickness/span (t/s) which we will call *slenderness' of the
arch.

Figure.4
We take this 'limit arch' as a point of departure for the design. For a
certain value of the span the elastic condition imposes an increase of
thickness just to reach the value of the admissible stress in the point of
maximum stress (Figure.4(b)). If we plot a curve relating the slenderness
of the arch (t/s) to the span (s) we obtain curve E in Figure.5, showing an
increase in thickness as the span rises.
In plastic or limit condition, the geometrical safety factor mentioned
above, produces an horizontal straight line P (Figure,5). The domain of
safe design is above these two lines. The point of intersection represents
the dimension at which the plastic design ceases to be the critical.

V*
This point marks the range of
dimensions for the validity of
proportional rules for the design
of arches. Its position depends
on the form of the arch and on
the
specific
gravity
and
admissible stress of the masonry.
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Figure.5
In Figure.6 we have plotted the same curves for two of the most common
masonry arches: a semicircular arch standing alone, and with filling up to
the level of the keystone. The limit slenderness for the first is 1/18.8
and for the second 1/44, applying a geometrical factor of 3 we obtain
values of approximately 1/6 and 1/14. These horizontal lines intersect the
corresponding curves for elastic design at values of the span of 82 and 106
meters respectively ( admissible stress = 3 MN/ma; specific gravity of
masonry = 2.2 g/cm ; specific gravity of filling = 1.8 g/cm ) [15]. As the
tensions increase linearly with the dimensions, these results can be easily
extrapolated to other admissible tensions.
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Figure.6
As it is easily seen the critical point is well over the dimensions of any
masonry structure of this form ever constructed, as all the greatest semicircular arches ever built are under the 60 meters of span[16].
The same type of considerations can be made for other type of traditional
arches (ogival, basket, elliptical,...), that are found in historical
architecture. In general, the form imposed by stability produces a low
stress level for a range of dimensions that comprise easily all historical
architecture.

Therefore, for structures subject only to dead load, or where it is the
most significative load, as for example the masonry vaults of churches and
cathedrals, the use of proportional rules, i.e. of non-dimensional form
parameters, is a rational and safe design method*
The easiest way to specify this form parameters for a system of similar
structures is to give a series of fractions. That is precisely what
traditional master builders did. The gothic master builders expressed in
that way the ratio thickness/span for the ribs of the cross vaults[17] and
this type of rules for arch and vault design has been used until this
century (they can be found in many engineering and building Handbooks).
2.2 Live loads
Now, we will consider the action of a point load P that can be placed at
any point along the span of the arch. In this case, we can obtain for a
certain value and position of ,P and a certain value of the span a limit
slenderness for the arch, and we will call P the critical load. If we
change the position of P we obtain a series of values of the limit
slenderness, the maximum of which represents the global limit slenderness
for the critical load P and span s.
This slenderness will be greater than the values corresponding to the dead
load, and therefore we should increase correspondingly the thickness of the
arch, applying to it the geometrical factor.
<i,How does the critical load P change in similar structures? To study the
variation of the critical load P for a given arch in relation to the span
we can use the method of dimensions with great benefit. The variables that
enter in the problem are: the point load P, the span of the arch, s, and
the specific gravity ju of the masonry (supposing arch and filling of equal
material). Dimensional analysis gives the following equation[18]:
P = ju s 3 *(wifwjf ..)
where <f> is a function of w±, w , ... form factors derived from the geometry
of the arch and the position of the loads. We have supposed that P is a
force acting per unit of length perpendicular to the plane of the arch. If
P is just a point load it will be proportional to s .
In two similar arches of different material:
P
Tr

=

ju s 3
ji' S'2

if they are of the same material:
P

_ s3

In the first case the critical point loads are in proportion to the
specific gravities and the square of linear dimensions, i.e. to the weights
of the arches (as we are considering a section between two parallel
planes). In the second case the critical point loads are in proportion to
the square of the ratio of similarity.

Although dimensional analysis says nothing of the form of the function $
the result is important because it easily permits the extrapolation of a
particular case. It is simple to obtain the value of <£ for a given case:
$(w,w ,..) =
M, s,
and then we can obtain the value for any similar structure of any material
(ji) and size (s)[19].
It is clear from the form of the equation that any pair of values ($,P) •
(P,s) or (<i>,s) define the remaining one. Say, for any given dimension and
value of P there exist a critical slenderness. To see the variation in a
certain case, in Figure.7 we have plot the results for a semi-circular arch
of constant thickness with the load P applied in the keystone.
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Figure.7
We can now make some considerations of the effects of the changes of size
on similar structures with a live load.
For similar structures of the same material, to have the same degree of
stability, P must vary with the inverse of the square of the ratio of
similarity.
However, in normal practice, this is not the case and the value of P is
fixed in function of the placement and use of the structure. We can
consider then P as a constant. In this case, it is easy to see that if we
have a stable arch any similar arch of greater size, subject to the same
system of loads, would be 'more stable1 as the line of thrust would deviate
much less from its center line.
In fact, from the point of view of stability, the greater the arch the
thinner it could be made. This kind of 'inverse law' applies also in the
case of masonry towers subject to wind (see Figure.3 above). The only check
would be to assure that the level of stresses does not rise above the
admissible level of the material. Actually, the empirical rules used in the
design of bridges gave all for similar arches a decreasing thickness in the
crown. In Figure.8 we have represented the well known rules of Perronet,
Croizette-Desnoyers and Dupuit[20]. We have also represented the rule given

by Martinez de Aranda[21], a Spanish architect of the sixteenth century, in
his manual of steorotomy. The rule applies explicitly only to arches of a
given range of dimensions.
thickness.
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On the contrary, an arch of lesser dimensions would need a thorough
verification of its stability. However, if we know the critical load of the
original arch, we can calculate immediately the critical load of the new
arch. In the case that the two point loads expected were not the same
sometimes this verification would suffice. In this instance no stress check
is necessary.
This seems to invalidate the proportional rules for the case where pointed
load are significant as is the case of bridges, as for every span we can
find a unique solution. In fact they will be valid if they represent an
upper bound for the slenderness for the most unfavorable load. This is the
situation in most cases with the slenderness of Roman and Renaissance
bridges, comprised typically between 1/8 and 1/12 of the span.
Figure.9
represents
Alberti * s
rule for bridges as represented
by Straub[22]. Perhaps the more
rational approach, and one that
could permit to benefit from the
use of similar forms is that of
Martinez de Aranda, also used by
Gauthey, defining simple ratios
for
certain
intervals
of
dimensions.
Figure.9

2.3 Limits of size
The limit of size for a masonry arch depends on the admissible tension and
specific gravity of the material, and on the form of the arch. Applying
again dimensional analysis we obtain:
a

= $(w . w , . . .) juis
m« x

1

Z

where cr
is the maximum stress, yi is the specific gravity of the material,
s is the span and $(w , w , . . .) is a function of the form ^actors. The
value of $ could be used to measure the efficiency of a gravity arch.
The question as to what size a masonry arch can be built have worried
engineers ever since the begliining of structural analysis. Leading
engineers as Perron<»ti.23], Dupuit, Sejourne[24] and Freyssinet[25],
dedicated much thought to this problem. To serve as a point of reference,
Tabl^.lt 26]
lists the greatest masonry arches in the world, with an
indication of the maximum stress levels, where available.
It is remarkable the Bridge over the river Adda in Trezzo, Italy, with a
clear span of 72 m. Another bridge not included in the table should be
mentioned: Leonardo projected a bridge for Sultan Bajezid II over the
Golden Horn in Istanbul, with an span of 240 m. What remains of this
project are a few sketches but the form of the bridge is clerarly defined
and permitted Stussi[27] an analysis of its stability and strength. He
concluded that the project was feasible, the bridge being stable and
presenting a maximum stress of 9 MN/m a at the haunches.
1 SPiATEST XASCsP.Y H;.iuS£S

STST"

(*)
Bridge *f «alrt<:t-Une (USA, 1S8S-3)
Bridge over l'Adda in trezzo (Italia, XIV cent.)
Bridge of Hontanges (France, 13*3-9)
Bridge of Salcano (Austria. 198*-5)
Bridge of luxeiburgo (Lux. 1835-1383)
Bridge over Rocky River (USA, 1388-13)
8ridge of Plauen (6ereany. 1933-5)
Bridge of Villsneuve (France, 1314-1S19)
[ Bridge of Bernand (France, project. 1313)

«AX.STRESS !
(HN/i*) |

71
72
33
85
85
85
99
93
165

2.7

!
5.«
5.1

!
!

4:8
4.4

j

8.9
17

8.1

1

The greatest modern
projected bridge in
u n r e i n f o r c e d
concrete;
the
•Vi aduc' of Bernand,
was
projected
by
Freyssinet
with
an
span of 190 m, was
never constructed due
to the outbreak of
First World War.

Table.1
This huge bridges seems to establish the limit for the span of masonry
bridges. However, Freyssinet believed firmly on the possibility of erecting
arch bridges of more than 1 Km of span; he fixed the limit around 2 Km
basing it on the economy of the centering dreams[28]. As far as we know,
the greatest arch is that of Gladesville Bridge, in Australia, made in
reinforced concrete, with a clear span of 1000 ft. (305 m. ) presenting a
maximum stress of 14 MN/raa[29].
2.4 Rankine's Theorem of Parallel Projection
Until now we have spoken of similar structures. The similarity we have
spoken of is a restricted case of a more general geometrical relation
between figures: parallel projection. As it has been said before, this
general case have been studied by Rankine, who enunciated a 'method of
parallel projection'.

Two figures are 'parallel projections' one of the other if between them
exists a relation such that to each point in one their corresponds another
point in the other, and, that to each system of two equal, parallel lines
corresponds in the other another system of two equal, parallel lines.
Rankine represented the parallel projection by its mathematical expression*
Given a figure defined by its coordinates respect to some axes x,y,z,
rectangular or oblique, a second figure defined respect to other axis x* ,
y', z', is a parallel projection of the first if between any two
corresponding points, their coordinates verify the following equations:

where a, b, c are constants. Later we will give a more simple geometrical
interpretation for plane figures.
Parallel projections of plane and spatial figures have a series of
geometrical properties[30]. These allow to draw conclusions as to the
variation of lengths, surfaces and volumes, and its partitions and centers
of gravity. It can be applied also to the transformation of systems of
forces in equilibrium. In this last aspect Rankine enunciated the following
theorem: "...if a balanced system of forces acting through any system of
points be represented by a system of lines, then any parallel projection of
that system of lines will represent a balanced system of forces."[31]
Rankine applied it to study the effects of change and form on the
equilibrium of articulated frames, hanging cables, linear arches and
masonry structures. His studies on the transformation of frames led to the
formulation, by Maxwell, of the theorem of 'reciprocal figures'[32].
With respect to masonry arches he enunciated a theorem on the stability of
the 'transformation of constructions formed of blocks'. This theorem states
that if a construction formed of blocks and subject to the action of a
system of loads represented by lines accomplish the condition of stability,
any parallel projection will have the same degree of stability, provided
that the loads are the parallel projection of the original loads.
This means that the relative position of the line of thrust respect the
lines of extrados and intrados will be the same. That represents the
possibility of obtaining, given an stable arch for a system of loads, an
infinite number of stable arches[33].
We have enunciated before the mathematical definition of a parallel
projection. For a plane figure it is easy to find a simple geometrical
interpretation: given a figure referred to two axis x,y which forms an
angle 0, any parallel projection can be reduced to the combination of three
basic transformations: extension or reduction in the dirction of any one of
the axes, and variation of the angle 0 between them. In Figure. 10 we have
represented this basic transformations and some combinations of them. As
the original arch is stable, any of the projections has the same degree of
stability.
The theorem is very powerful and allows the rapid solution of some
practical problems as to the adequate the form of the arch to a given
relation of height to span or to produce an asymmetrical arch with its
springings at different levels. For example, the three arches represented

in Figure 11 produce the same horizontal thrust. However arch A contains
half the material as arch B, and arch C double. Stresses are in an inverse
proportion and are double in A and half in C, taking as a reference arch B.

Figure.10

Figure.11

Another example is shown in Figure.12, where all the arches with buttresses
presents the same degree of stability.
Of course tensions would change and a little calculation would have to be
made if the tensions on the original arch are near the admissible limit or
if we produce a large change of size. Mathematical formulae could be
derived to obtain the increment of stresses, and indeed Rankine gives
one[34], but it would be more simple and free of errors to obtain it
graphically.

Figure.12
3. MASONRY DOMES
The most important difference between a voussoir arch and a voussoir dome
lies in that while in the arch we only consider the stresses on two radial
sections, in the dome the voussoirs are subject to stresses on all four

faces. This makes domes more stable than arches and permits, for example,
to remove the keystones and open an 'oculus' without the collapse of the
dome.
If all stresses were compressive, there would be no problem at all, and
they are so in the upper part of domes. But to a certain angle 'hoop9
tensile stresses appears that masonry are not prepared to resist. The angle
at which this occurs depends on the form of the dome and on the system of
loads applied to it. In a semicircular dome of constant thickness tensile
stresses appear at an angle a = 51.8° from the top. The lantern, or even an
'oculus', makes the zone of tensile stresses grow towards the top.
Due to this phenomenon and to the incapacity of masonry to resist tensile
stresses, the problem of the masonry dome can be reduced to that of the
masonry arch: the dome below the point of zero stress splits into separate
fragments, lune shaped, which act as a series of radiating arches. This has
been the traditional approach[35] to the study of masonry domes and has
been recently revived by Heyman[36]
Therefore a dome may burst apart in radiating lines near the bottom and
nonetheless be stable provided that the abutment is sufficient. Old master
builders have been aware of this fact and, for example, in the dome of
Santa Sophia, as Dunn[37] has rightly pointed out, the architect
acknowledging this effect created windows round the base, in such a way
that this part of the construction is formed by forty-four separate
radiating arches[38].
3.1 Limit proportions of domes
The same observations made for arches are valid for domes. A dome,
therefore should present, to be stable, a certain limit form. As the
distribution of the charges is more favorable in the dome they can be made
much thinner than arches.
In the case of a hemi-spherical dome of constant thickness Heyman[39] has
obtained for the 'slenderness' of the dome, thickness/span, a value of
1/47.6[40], that is to say we can make the dome approximately 2.5 times
thinner than the semi-circular arch. It is advantageous to make the dome
pointed and for a dome generated by the revolution of an equilateral arch
the limit slenderness would be 1/73[41].
As in the case of arches, to obtain a certain degree of security we apply a
geometrical factor of safety, typically comprised between 2 and 3.
This 'valid' form is independent of the size and masonry domes maintain it
- the form derived from stability considerations - for an interval of
dimensions greater than in the case of arches. If in the case of arches
there are some that are near the limit, existing masonry domes are very far
away from this limit, as we shall see later.
3.2 Pointed loads
The effect of pointed loads could be disregarded because the function of
this type of structure as roofs excluded the apparition of very strong
point loads. When they appear, as in the case of heavy lanterns, they form

part of the permanent dead load and should be taken from the beginning in
the study of the equilibrium of the structure.
The equation deduced using dimensional analysis as to the influence of
pointed loads in similar arches applies fully, and the critical load rises
with the cube of linear dimensions. This, of course, is what happens with
lanterns.
3.3 Rankine *s Theorem
Rankine's theorem of parallel projection applies fully to the case of domes
or of any spatial masonry structure. The practical application of this
theorem to the case of domes is even more useful due to the much more
complicated analysis of domes.
Consider for example the case of a masonry dome of ellipsoidal form with
three different principal axes. The study of the stability and stress level
on this structure would involve painstakingly long calculations as the
arches generated by the dome in the moment of collapse would split are all
different for a quarter of the base.
We can obtain an immediate answer applying a parallel projection of the
stable hemi-spherical dome whose proportions we know (see above) just
multiplying each of the coordinates, x, y, z, by the desired factor to
obtain a dome of the desired proportions. The variations of the stresses
could be obtained, again, analytically using Rankine's equation or
graphically for the points where the higher rise is expected.
3,4 The dome of Saint Biagio and Fontana's rule
We begin this article with a comment about the dome of Saint Biagio and a
comparison with the domes of Saint Peter and Santa Maria del Fiore. We have
chosen the dome of Saint Biagio for two reasons; the first because is
almost an exact fraction (1/3) of the greatest masonry domes and that
permitted us to establish a simple relationship; the second is that it
corresponds approximately to the proportions of a geometrical rule which
has some diffusion in Renaissance Italy. The rule was published by Carlo
Fontana in his book on Saint Peter[42] and is reproduced on Figure. 13 (a).
We have made a graphical analysis of the stability of this type of dome,
base on the above exposed hypothesis of limit analysis of masonry domes
(see Figure.13 (b)). As it can be seen, the design is very satisfactory as
the line of thrust is always contained within the middle third of the
section. As for the tensions, a simple application of dimensional analysis
show that:
cr
ma x

= 3>(w , w , . . . ) M s
1

2

where <f> is a function of the form factors, M is the specific gravity of the
material and s is a linear dimension of the dome (we can take for example
the span s at the base of the dome).
The calculated value of <f> for a dome of this form is approximately of
1.28[43]. The corresponding a , for Saint Biagio, s = 14 m. , M = 2 g/cm ,
is of 0.34 MN/m2. A similar dome three times greater would present a cr of
1.02 MN/raa which is not much even for a brick of medium quality. Now we

will compare this value with the actual cr
in the other two domes with
which we have made the comparison. The proportions of the dome in Figure,2
(a) would be attained for an span of 370 m., for an admissible stress of 3
MN/m2.
.

STUOY ON THE STABILITY OF FCNTANAS DOME

Figure.13

(a)

(b)

In the case of Saint Peter, ji being equal, the value of o"w<ix is, following
Gottgetreu's estimates[44], of 1.06 MN/m2. The value of <f> is very similar,
1.29. The position of the line of thrust is not as favorable as in Saint
Biagio - it passes at 1/5 of the thickness at the base - but this is,
perhaps, compensated by the reduction of weight in the superior part by
means of the double shell[45].
Parsons[46] gave for Santa Maria del Fiore a maximum stress of 2.5 MN/m2
but this is for the most unfavorable hypothesis of supposing all the weight
concentrated on the ribs. If we suppose the weight distributed following
the line of thrust for the cloister vault solution then we would obtain
1.02 MN/m2, $ being equal to 1.22. The inconvenience of using the octagonal
form is compensated with the more favorable position of the thrust line,
passing neatly within the middle third, and the use of the double shell.
The levels of stresses resulting from the previous analysis are all quite
moderate. Of course the greatest stresses are to be found not in the domes
{surface elements) but in the pillars (linear elements), but even in that
case stresses does not approach a dangerous level for good masonry. For
example, in the main pillars of Saint Peter, perhaps the greatest masonry
building, the stress is of 1.7 MN/m2[47].
Considering that a good masonry could present an admissible stress one
order of magnitude higher, 10-20 MN/m2, it is a fact that masonry domes and
buildings have not even approach their limits of possible size (see Table.2
for a list of the greatest masonry domes). For example multiplying the

dimensions of Saint Peter by three we would obtain a maximum stress on the
pillars of 5.1 MN/m a which is not excessive; the problem would be the total
volume of the resulting fabric; it is a problem of human scale and purpose
not of the material[48][49].
GREATEST MASONRY DOMES

SPAN 1
(«)

Pantheon (Roue, I cent.)
S. Sophia (Istanbul, VI cent.)
S. Maria del Fiore (Florence, XV cent.)
S. Pietro (Roie, XVI cent.)
Sol Goauz (Bijapur, India, XVII cent.)
S. Paul (London, XVIII cent.)
S. Francisco el Grande (Madrid, XVIII cent.)
Mosta church (Mosta, Malta, XIX cent.)
S. Carlo (Milan, XIX cent.)

.

43
33
42
42
42
33
33
38
32

|
|
|
j
i
i

Table.2
4. CONCLUSIONS: ON T H E VALIDITY O F TRADITIONAL PKOF08TIONAL RULES
The stability of masonry structures
imposes certain overall dimensions,
form supposes, from an elastic point
structure. As a result stress levels
sizes (say, spans of less than 60
stability is more restrictive.

subject chiefly to its own weight
in fact some geometrical form. This
of view, an over-dimensioning: of the
in masonry structures of traditional
m.) are low, and the condition of

This conduces to certain 'valid forms' for masonry arches, vaults and domes
- in fact even for buildings. The traditional geometrical rules provided a
means to 'fix' this safe proportion of masonry structures and are,
consequently a rational and valid form for the structural design of masonry
structures, within the normal range of dimensions cited above. These
considerations have been expressed several times by Heyman[50], but they
have received little attention by building and civil
engineering
historians.
In fact, this approach justifies the tremendous success of traditional
master builders that lies, as Gordon has stated, in that "...the nature of
the design problem in large masonry buildings is peculiarly adapted to the
limitations of the pre-scientif ic mind*'[51]. The possibility of using
geometrical rules, of relying on models, and above all, the use of previous
buildings as 'full-scale' models, has undoubtedly played an essential role.
It permits to explain the impressive success of structures such as the
Pantheon and Saint Sophia, almost doubling in size any structure ever
constructed before.
Besides, the possibility of making just a 'visual checking' of the
stability of an arch or dome cannot be overemphasized, above all in a
profession where drawing is the most important means of expression and
transmission of knowledge[52]. In fact, most drawings of arches and domes
that are found in the old treatises represent 'good forms'.

Today masonry structures have no great diffusion and in any case, beams and
frames have replaced arches in almost every instance. However there are two
fields, besides the historical field already mentioned, where the previous
remarks are pertinent. These are the restoration of old masonry
constructions, and, the problem of building in the Third World. In this
last instance perhaps the geometrical rules and proportions of masonry
could be easily understood and applied by a non-specialized work force
(being, besides, masonry the cheapest material).
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